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Schauspielhaus:
Christoph Ingenhoven
participates as guest
speaker in festive
program on January 19
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Sunday, January 19, 11.00 - 12.00, Düsseldorf
SchauspielhausPeter Sloterdijk in conversation with Christoph
Ingenhoven: "Theater as a public space of the city society" In
conversation with architect Christoph Ingenhoven - responsible
for the renovation of the Schauspielhaus theater – philosopher
Peter Sloterdijk discusses the topic "Theater as a public space
of the city society". Cities are central to Peter Sloterdijk: Society
is constituted in them, they are what he calls the “meta
collection”. But this collection works differently in times of
social media. The role of institutions such as city theaters is also
changing. Does it still exist, the much-touted “public space” in
which the interests of society are publicly negotiated? Can a city
theater, like the Düsseldorfer Schauspielhaus, be such a place?
And how can architecture helpmake it happen?Moderator:
Alexander Gutzmer (editor-in-chief of the architecture magazine
Baumeister)Tickets: http://bit.ly/2Pto8vO Saturday, January 25,
14.00 - 18.00, Düsseldorf SchauspielhausArchitecture and
culture: A public forum with lectures and discussionswith State
Secretary Anne Katrin Bohle (Federal Ministry of the Interior, for
Construction and Home Affairs), Till Briegleb (Süddeutsche
Zeitung), Christoph Ingenhoven (ingenhoven architects), Andrea
Jürges (German Architecture Museum), Claudia Schmitz and
Wilfried Schulz (Düsseldorfer Schauspielhaus), Cornelia
Zuschke (City of Düsseldorf)Moderator: Jürgen TietzA public
forum with lectures and talks will be devoted to the architecture
of the Düsseldorf Schauspielhaus and other cultural buildings
on Saturday, January 25, from 2 to 6 pm. After about four years,
the renovation of Bernhard Pfau’s architecture-historically
important building will be largely completed. A good reason to
shed some light on the architect, the peculiarities of the
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building’s renovation and the tension between modernization
and renovation of cultural buildings. The experts involved will
reflect on the transformation processes of cultural buildings in
the 21st century during a panel
discussion.Tickets: http://bit.ly/2Qg6kok
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